
National level Inter-
College Instagram
Photostory Competition

L A S T  D A T E  2 0 . 0 9 . 2 2

Take a screenshot which must include the photo and
story
Send it to 
apjanthrocompet@gmail.com 

Click a photo with your Phone.
Post it in instagram.
Write a story related to the photo
(within 200 words)
Use #APJANTHROCOMPET22 while
posting. (auto-rejection without this
hashtag)

Mention:
Your name, College Name, Course, Semester,
Phone Number, whatsapp number and email
address

Organised by
Department of Anthropology and IQAC
Dr. APJ. Abdul Kalam Government College
New Town, Rajarhat, Kolkata

Best three  Photostories will get award and will be displayed in the college
website 



VISUAL
ANTHROPOLOGYCAPTURE A

MOMENT
The aim of the competition
was also to assess the
potential for future opening of
Value Added Course on Visual
Anthropology to

Voluntary
Participation

Encouraging young minds to
sharpen their understanding
of the moments memories
Encouraging students to go
beyond the click and post
Developing a substantial
understanding of the themes,
concepts and contents 

THE
CONCEPT

Photostory Competition

Continued till 20.09.2022

Visual and perceptual study
of Culture
Engage people in the field of
visual research
Encourage documentation 

Instagram
platform



About the
Judge

SAIKAT
CHANDA

a) Photo framing (depth of
field/focus/content/angle,
whichever applicable)
 
b) quality of narrative

c) degree of abstraction or
theorisation

d) overall presentation.

Criteria for judgement

Photography course from
CCRT (GoI)
Exhibition in ICCR
New Musafir (Lens India)
Gold Medal (JCM
photography Society)
Street Photography in the
World (Top selection)
Sony BBC world (Top
selection in Wild life
Photography)

Selected accomplishments
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PRUTHIRAJ
GIRI

MSCBUMSCBU

POSITION

TAKATPUR,                                        
BARIPADA, MAYURBHANJ,
ODISHA

This photo sends a lot of messages to us, the person
in the photo has lost himself in his work which I like
very much. This man's name is Krishna paul, He has
been doing this job for 20 years. he is an inspiration to
all. He said that no work is small or big, you need to be
strong and willing to work. His that words touched my
heart and I really appreciate it. from my point of view,
"without labour nothing prospers". Labours are the
Pillar of our society .no human masterpiece has been
created without great labor. Let us respect all the
workers around the source.
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SUDIPTO
PODDAR

ZOOLOGYZOOLOGY

POSITION

DR. APJ ABDUL KALAM
GOVERNMENT COLLEGE
NEW TOWN, RAJARHAT

সহ� ঝড়-ঝ�া কা�েয় আজ তারা �া� , অবস�, এেক অপেরর স�ল মা�। �শষ �বলায়
আজ এইট�কু সময় �হাক না িনেজেদর জন� ,�হাক না একা� ব�ি�গত... �থেক যাক ভরসা
জড়ােনা একটা িনি�� কঁাধ ! 
সময় �য বহমান তার �মাণ �দয় পােশ থাকা গাছ�ও, �য বছেরর পর বছর মাথা উ�চ� কের
�েক রইল একই ভােব। আজ �স এেকবাের িনঃ�, শূন�তা িঘের ধেরেছ তােক ..
িদন পাে�েছ , পাে�েছ জীবনধারা । �তির হেয়েছ এেকর পর এক কংি�েটর �প। তবুও
পিরবত�ন ঘেটিন ওেদর.. �পিরেয় আসা সমেয়র িহেসব �মটােত আজ তারা মুেখামুিখ.. 
এই বৃ� �ভজা িবেকেল �ফেল আসা �ৃিত�েলাও �যন সা�ী হেব ওেদর । 
তেব নীলেচ আসমােন কালেচ �মঘ�েলা পুনরায় ঘনীভ�ত হেত �� কেরেছ । বৃ� �ভজা
�িতিবে� তা �যন আরও �� । 
�কবল আর িকছ�টা সময় ! তারপরই হয়েতা উপেড় �ফলা হেব ওেদর.. আলগা হেব ওেদর
িশকড় �েলা.. �ধু �বঁেচ থাকেব িপচ গলা �রা�েুর বৃ�র িনঃ�াস।
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AGNIMITRO
GHOSH 

ANTHROPOLOGYANTHROPOLOGY

POSITION

DR. APJ ABDUL KALAM
GOVERNMENT COLLEGE
NEW TOWN, RAJARHAT

"Flow down, cold rivulet, to the sea,
Thy tribute wave deliver:
No more by thee my steps shall be,
For ever and for ever."
- Alfred Tennyson
The loved ones of a recently deceased person perform Pind-Daan, in the
Sacred Ganga.  Balls of cooked rice mixed with ghee and black sesame seeds
offered to ancestors
Pind-Daan is a sacred ritual which is performed after the death of an
individual, usually by their children, and it is believed that if done correctly,
the ritual unbinds the recently deceased from their worldly desires, liberating
them from the material world and ensuring their safe passage into afterlife.
The ritual of Pind-daan is also a symbolic approach to bid our loved one last
goodbye. Piṇḍas are balls of cooked rice mixed with ghee and black sesame
seeds offered to ancestors or the recently deceased.
According to various Hindu scriptures, offering a pinda to a recently departed
soul helps to unite the soul with its ancestors.
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SHRABAN BISWAS BACHELOR
OF PHARMACY (BRAINWARE

UNIVERSITY) 

SUBHANGAM DEY BACHELOR
IN ARTS (ENGLISH) INDIRA

GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN
UNIVERSITY 
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MUGDHA ROY, BACHELOR IN
ARTS (SOCIOLOGY) LADY

BRABOURNE COLLEGE,
KOLKATA 

MD FAISALALAM, BACHELOR
IN COMMERCE GOENKA

COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND
BUISNESS ADMINISTRATION,

KOLKATA 
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JAYANTA KUMAR GHOSH,
JOGGES CHANDRA

CHOWDHURY COLLEGE,
KOLKATA 

ANANYA DAS, GOENKA
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
KOLKATA


